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  Clear Insert product link What's this? Clive Cussler infatuation? Van Heest did deep analysis into this tragic event,
and prospects the reader through her tries at finding the wreckage of the plane which crashed near Lake Michigan in
1950. The reader is normally led through a step by step procedure as her crew of investigators search the area of the
wreck, obtaining along the way a great many other ships and planes which disappeared over the years in the Lake. This
NW air travel is the same story. The night of Flight 2501 is cut back alive as we observe the experienced trip crew, the
apparently routine flightpath, and the severe weather encountered along the way to Minneapolis. Every part of this
tragic tale is usually well written, completely documented, and emotionally felt. High factors and frustrations abound as
the issue to find this plane and its own occupants is usually deftly expressed by the author and her crew. It certainly hit
home with the details, heartbreaks and personal notes. Exceptional! Heest was the proper person at the right time in the
proper place with the right sensibility and the right expertise to write this story. I purchased this book expecting an in
depth analysis and conclusions regarding the disappearance of an airliner more than Lake Michigan.The writer V. Joe
cemetery no one knows where the plane crashed or where it is resting in the lake. The author researched every single
passenger and located their current family members. This consists of discovery of a grave made up of their loved ones
remains, which brings some psychological closure, after all these years. Along with all of this, the author details her
efforts to locate the aircraft continues to be on underneath of Lake Michigan. Van Heest understands how to bring
points into perspective and place a personal touch involved with it. give yourself an interval of seven years, and prove
that you could write a better reserve than Heest has that is infinitesimally as compelling. Disappearance of Nw2501 50
years ago I have been in the airline market since the mid sixties and had never heard about this. The book is very
informative on a meeting that I knew nothing at all. Essentially they have put into their salvage of shipwrecks the hope
of locating the wreckage of this airplane. We are actually engrossed in the lacking MH370. Van Heest takes great
treatment when profiling the crew of the aircraft and its passengers--departing a touching human quality to the mystery
of the crash and its own aftermath. Even today, they have been unable to find the wreckage. Although the book offers a
lot of details on the crash itself and the aftermath, after having re-read it 4 times I'm still stuck with the impression
that it was a Clive Cussler love affair and association with NUMA that dominated the book. "Fatal Crossing" is superb!
The year was 1950 and a plane went lacking over Lake Michigan.Apart from some evidence that finished up in the shore
close to Benton Harbor which included body parts which were buried in a communal grave in a St. But, this publication
presents and delivers much more. I wasn't disappointed, the depth of the research regarding the reality, factors, and
potential causes of the crash of Flight 2501 is excellent and intriguing.O. O. It is a fairly common occurrence for divers
to search all sorts of wrecks in the lake and almost just as common for these wrecks to become salvaged. If you are
convinced that 64 years afterwards there will be nothing left to find at this point, don't believe it. If the coneheads
believe they have a better answer than Heest, let them document it.Part human curiosity since the missing plane
rendered no survivors and part aviation disaster, that is an interesting book that just gets better when the technical
areas of diving and identifying potential sites are thrown in to the blend.. I liked it very much and realized that the
mystery of the lacking Malaysian aircraft and the likelihood of locating it despite black box "pings" is probably an
impossible task. Done well! I don't find one anywhere. Valerie Van Heest's analysis in this event is definitely
appreciated. We wish that she continues her search to find Flight 2501. not worth it waste of money was lousy For
honest individuals who love to read and think. The author appears infatuated with Clive Cussler and would go to great
lengths to details parties and interactions with that man. Heest tells the tale without pretension or prejudice, utilizing a
deft touch resembling Victor Hugo. An excellent educational, intriguing, inspirational, and humanistic book. Name one
other person on earth that can match her achievement. A great tale by a shipwreck hunter who became obsessed with
the tragic event of Northwest Air travel 2501 which disappeared in Lake Michigan lacking any explanation and her a
long time in attempting to find the wreckage. Heest were able to assemble a boggling jigsaw puzzle despite the fact that
the main pieces were missing, actually, figuratively, and metaphorically. Imagine you start with a blank sheet of
paper;The book files an amazing "work of love" by the author that renders the technical areas of the actual crash of Air
travel 2501 a second dimension. My money says you can't. Just how many mountains have all of the pettish floundering
simpletons out there collectively climbed added completely? Heest climbed that mountain through pure determination.



Answer: zero. They are able to barely read, aside from think or create. Honest people that want to browse and their will
be the beneficiaries of Heest's great work. Stuff like this hits the neighborhood papers with regularity. Five Stars We
thought this was a great book. As a kid, I recall when this happened. Lake Michigan Mystey An extremely riveting story
in regards to a tragedy very long forgotten by most, but nonetheless tormenting some families 65 years later. Clear
discussion of what is called well as affordable propositions as to the unknown of the function.
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